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**Adventure Time**

*Adventure Time* readers love finding out WHAT HAPPENS NEXT in a story. You always want to be on the edge of your seat and go along for the ride!

This list helps *Adventure Time* readers find books they like who also want to learn more about elections and government.

- *Born to Ride* by Larissa Theule
- *The First Pup* by Bob Staake
- *If I Ran for President* by Catherine Stier
- *Grace for President* by Kelly DiPucchio
- *The Voice That Won the Vote* by Elisa Boxer
- *Tillie the Terrible Swede* by Sue Stauffacher
- *The Kid Who Ran for President* by Dan Gutman
- *The Great Greene Heist* by Varian Johnson
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Adventure Time

Adventure Time readers love finding out WHAT HAPPENS NEXT in a story. You always want to be on the edge of your seat and go along for the ride!

This list helps Adventure Time readers find books they like who also want to learn more about presidents.

- The Activist by John Grisham
- Eragon by Christopher Paolini
- The Merchant of Death by D.J. MacHale
- Princess Academy by Shannon Hale
- Arthur Meets the President by Marc Tolon Brown
- Bold and Brave by Kirsten Gillibrand
- The Berenstain Bears and Mama for Mayor! by Jan Berenstain
- Heidi Heckelbeck for Class President by Wanda Coven
Adventure Time

Adventure Time readers love finding out WHAT HAPPENS NEXT in a story. You always want to be on the edge of your seat and go along for the ride!

This list helps Adventure Time readers find books they like who also want to learn more about presidents.

- Rush Revere and the Presidency by Rush H. Limbaugh
- Stuart Little: Think Big, Vote Little! by Laura Driscoll
- Spy School Secret Service by Stuart Gibbs
- Dogs in the Dead of Night by Mary Pope Osborne
- When Washington Crossed the Delaware by Lynne V. Cheney
- Who Cloned the President? by Ron Roy
- Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire by J.K. Rowling
- Allies by Allen Gratz
- Jefferson Measures A Moose by Mara Rockliff
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